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Word Stress (Simple Words) 

1- The nature of stress: 

In English, when a word has more than one syllable, one of the syllables will be produced with more 

force, energy, and prominence than the rest, this emphasis is called stress. We mark a stressed syllable 

in transcription by placing a small vertical line 

the first, second, third or fourth syllable. 

2- Factors of stress placement 

1. Loudness  

2. Duration or Syllable length: Stressed syllables are longer than unstressed ones and take more 

time to pronounce than the vowel of the unstressed syllables, which is reduced in length. 

3. Vowel quality: the stressed syllable mostly have strong vowels /e, æ, , a ,a

, whereas the weak vowels / , , / are frequently unstressed in polysyllable words.  

4. Pitch of the voice: it is the most efficient factor for recognizing the prominence of stressed 

syllable, in which the stressed syllable is pronounced with a higher pitch than unstressed ones.  

One word cannot have two stresses. If you hear two stresses, you hear two words. It is true that there 

can be a "secondary" stress in some words. But it is much smaller than the primary (main) stress, and it 

is only used in long words containing more than two syllables. 

- st/. 

- k nr i/. 

3- Levels of stress  

 1st Level: The primary stress or (the accent) is strongest type of stress in prominence, that is, 

/, event / d /.  

 2nd Level: The secondary stress is weaker than the primary stress in prominence (without 

pitch). E.g : Examination / ne t græf t /. 

 3rd Level: Unstressed or zero stress which is the absence of stress. It can be found in the weak 

syllables / , , / and syllabic consonants. E.g: Money / /, Design / /, Enter / /.  

The choice of stress placement in the two-syllable words is either the first syllable or the second will be 

stressed according to the rules of stress placement on each one of them. 
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4- Two syllable words 

 Stress on first syllables: Mostly in two-syllable nouns & adjectives the stress falls on the first 
syllable. E.g: PRESent / preznt/, Export , CHIna a n /, Table bl/, Camera 

/. But there are some exc /. 

 Stress on last syllable: Most of two-syllable verbs receive the stress on the second syllable; To 
preSENT /pr zent/, export / , deCIDE /d sa d/, beGIN /b , reCORD . 

4.1- Verbs: We look first at verbs, the basic rule is that the second syllable receives stress if this second 

syllable of the verb contains a long vowel, diphthong, or if it ends with more than one consonant  that 

is, consonant cluster. E.g: Apply / pla  /; Attract / trækt/; Arrive / ra v/; Begin /b g n/. 

If the second syllable contains a short vowel and one final consonant or no one, the first syllable is 

p  

N.B: A final syllable is unstressed if it contains / l l /). 

4.2- Adjectives: Two-syllable simple adjectives are stressed on the first syllable. But sometimes is 

stressed on the second syllable if the second syllable contains a short vowel and one final consonant or 

l /; Divine /d va n/; Direct / d rekt/; Alive 

/ la v/, Exact / s/, Precise /pr sa s/. 

n kt/ 

 with two consonants but are stressed on the first syllable. *Other two-syllable 

words such as adverbs and prepositions seem to behave like the nouns and adjectives in most of the 

time. bv s/; Below /b l /; Alright / t/; Inside/ d/. 

4.3- Nouns: Nouns require different rules: if the second syllable contains a short vowel, the stress will 

usually fall on the first syllable; Otherwise, it will be on the second. E ni/; 

d æk t/; Balloon /b za n/.  

N.B: The syllable which contains the schwa / / is often unstressed. 

If a two-syllable word contain / / in the 1st syllable, the stress will be on the 2nd syllable: Ahead / 

hed/, Again / gen/, Oppose / p z/, Suggest /s est/; Forget /f get/, Forsake / f se k/; Percent/ 

p sent/, Perceive/ p va v/, Surprise/ s pra z/.  

If a two-syllable word contains / / in the 2nd syllable, the stress will be on the 1st syllable: Ballad 

p s/; m/; Standard 

/ 


